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1,800 people
24 agencies
£510m billings
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Part of Havas Group
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We 
are



We are a 
vibrant
science and technology
company

Watch our movie



EX
In the Age of the Employee



OF INDUSTRIES ARE 
FACING DISRUPTION

75%
Source: Accenture



VOLATILE 
UNCERTAIN 
COMPLEX 

AMBIGUOUS

VUCA



“I worry about having 
the necessary skills to 
remain relevant in a 

changing world.”

“I am glad Digitisation 
is among our wildly 

important goals to absorb 
some of these risks, 

but are we doing it right?”

EMPLOYEES ARE EQUALLY 
UNCERTAIN

“I’m not sure what’s going 
to happen to me.”



“Uncertainty decreases work 
engagement, decreases productivity 

and increases absenteeism.”



• Receive 120 emails and spend 28% of day managing it
• Experience 50-60 interruptions each day
• 57% of interruptions come from switching applications
• Will check their phone 85+ times a day
• Will check phone 150+ times, if millennial

PEOPLE ARE 
OVERWHELMED



4 in10
Workers consider 
themselves 
employee activists.



VOICE 
OF THE 
EMPLOYEE 
GROWING 
LOUDER



of employees have 
left an organisation 
because it didn’t 
meet their 
expectations.

48%
of Gen Z expect 
to leave if it 
doesn’t meet their 
expectations.

73%High 
stakes



Millennials
75%

Gen Z
20%

By 2025, the 
workforce 
will be:



SO WHAT DO PEOPLE 
ACTUALLY EXPECT FROM THEIR 

EMPLOYERS TODAY?



600
Age Gender

Ethnicity Sexual orientation

We asked recent UK 
Graduates about their 
expectations and their 
experiences at work so far.

77%

16%

5% 2%

White
BAME
Mixed/Other

1% 3% 4%

6%

86%

Other
Prefer not to say
Homosexual/Gay or Lesbian
Bisexual
Heterosexual/Straight

44%56%

Male Female

56%44%

22-24 25-26



My journey so far

3.3

2.5

3.1

4.6

3.8

2.9

3.5

3.3

3.1

4.3

3.6
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3

4

5

Deciding what to
apply for

Doing job
applications

Interview
process

Getting the offer The time
between the offer

and joining

The official new 
joiner 

‘onboarding’ 
activities

Getting to know
my boss

Figuring out how
to do the job

Figuring out how
to communicate

and behave

Working with
colleagues

Social activities,
including

volunteering



64%
like my job 
more than 
the company.

35%
like my company 
more than 
I expected. 

Here’s 
how I 
feel now



95% 95%
92%

88%

83%

92%

82%

77% 77%

56%
58%

60% 59%
62%

69%

59%

48%

60%

Looks after all its
employees equally well

Makes me feel valued
and appreciated

Offers me a work-life
balance which keeps
me healthy and happy

Helps me feel more
confident about myself

and my future

Encourages me to
express my ideas and

opinions

Is an honest and
trustworthy company

Believes in something
beyond making money

Gives me the
technology and tools

that help me work
better and smarter

Has a serious
commitment to creating
a diverse and inclusive
workplace at all levels

Expectations Experience

The opportunity gap



Don’t just tell me stuff. 
Give me a meaningful experience.

Understand me as an individual.
Make every interaction matter.
Show me you’re for real.

The new normal



“Mark our words: Employee Experience is the new evolution
from employee engagement for defining how companies 

should interact with their people. 

EX is essential for companies to compete effectively….
It requires a human-centric approach to grasp an employee’s 
needs and desires to create those moments that truly matter 

in their day, year, and career.” 



Innovation
Customer Satisfaction
Glassdoor Best Companies to work
LinkedIn Most In-Demand employers
Profit

Source: MIT; Harvard Business Review

The Business Case

2x
2x

11.5x
4.4 x

+25%

Organisations with top-quartile employee experience achieve:



Digital 
experiences

Human 
Experiences

Physical 
experiences

UNDERSTANDING THE MOMENTS THAT MATTER MOST

Making work a Meaningful Experience?



HR IT

L&DFacilities

Senior 
Leadership

Direct 
Managers

IC

Who ‘owns’ Employee Experience?



Merck
Transforming HR communications 
to drive Employee Experience



51,749
Employees worldwide

2.2
R&D (€ billion)

66
Countries

14.8 
Sales (€ billion)

Founded

1668

Key
figures



HR Identity



What our employee research told us:

HR is about 
process, not people



33

Transforming the perception of HR

HR Identity Guideline – Why



34 HR Identity – Next Steps

Communications developed that have
a real impact on EX

HR Identity 
Launch
July 1 

Employee
Engagement
Oct 1 

Diversity & 
Inclusion
Sep 15 

Leadership 
Behaviours
Aug 12 

China 
Playbook
Oct



35

Our work spans Digital, Human & Physical experiences

Strategy Talk

Global Events & Townhalls

Videos

Ambient & event collateral

PhysicalHumanDigital

Social Intranet

Strategy Space Crowdoscope

Learning Journey

Ask Us Anything

HR Strategy Book

Regular Blogposts



A new connected world
The changing role of IC practitioners



‘Command & control’ ‘Social networks’

Corporate Culture 2.0



To
Reflecting employee-centric view

Curating, creating and guiding content 
and information flow

Cross-organisational collaboration

Sharing platforms with other functions 
and employees

Empowerment of employees

Skewed towards strategic activity 

From
Reflecting corporate-centric view

Pushing out information 
and messages 

Controlling content 
and information flow

Total ownership of ‘channels’

Control of employees

Skewed towards tactical activity

IC practitioners need to mirror and enable 
this shift



TO A
LISTENING
CULTURE

FROM A 
TELLING
CULTURE 



Community

CollaborationCommunication

With a focus on real-time / 
just-in-time communication:

Mobile
Bring-your-own-device (BYOD)

Podcast
Video

Personalisation
Intranet

Face-to-face

With a focus on workplace 
productivity across teams.

Office365

With a focus on Enterprise 
Social Networks:

Yammer
Workplace by Facebook
Jostle
Slack

Go beyond push messaging 
Communications travelling from:

• Employer to employee
• Employee to employer
• Employee to employee

• Convergence slowly taking place 
between HR, L&D, IC and IT functions

IC emerging as a digital practice but 
through a human lens



Break-out
Where is your organisation right now when it 
comes to EX? 
How involved is IC in the EX journey?
What are the key barriers and opportunities?



Personas
The first step towards crafting 
Employee Experience



People are not defined 
by their job title



Break-out
Working with personas



WELCOME TO 

NILREB 
A.G.



WELCOME TO NILREB AG 

Nilreb AG is a German multinational conglomerate company, headquartered in Munich. It is one 

the largest manufacturing companies in Europe, with a broad portfolio of products and services 

which reach both the consumer and B2B market.

Founded over 100 years ago by Herbert Landgraf, it has since grown to be a global giant, 

employing 150,000 people worldwide.  Across Europe, Nilreb is the market leader across most 

of its segments; Outside of Europe, Nilreb is number 2 or 3 in key developed markets. 

Going forward, Nilreb has 3 key priorities to drive growth in 2020:

• Accelerate the rate of technological innovation in order to capture new revenue opportunities 

particularly in the US

• Double growth in emerging markets (e.g. India, China) , while at least maintaining share in 

traditional markets (which have been a bit flat.)

• Deliver stronger operational and cultural integration with recent acquisitions in order to 

achieve desired synergies.



COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to achieve its growth objectives, Nilreb is rolling out its ‘Transformation’ programme. 

Some of the key goals include:

• Repositioning the organisation from an ‘industrials’ company to a ‘technology-led solutions’ 

company

• Developing its Purpose narrative  and Values statements to show a greater connection with 

wider society

• Increase diversity of workforce, particularly in terms of gender and ethnicity

• Attract talent from technology sectors – particularly digital and data

• Create more dynamic, agile and high performance culture

• Drive adoption of new operational systems and tools to achieve greater collaboration and 

efficiencies

• Win hearts and minds employees across the globe, in all functions, to achieve 

transformation. 



YOUR CHALLENGE

How will you connect these distinct employee segments 

with Nilreb’s transformation agenda?

Who are they? What is their perspective and why?

How might this impact how you communicate with them? 



Final Thoughts

ANNA
Anna is a recent Business and Economics graduate. She admires 
successful companies and big brands and wants to get her own taste of 
success sooner rather than later. She is excited to start her business 
career with Nilreb as it is one of the most respected and successful 
companies in Germany. 

She knows it is not as cool and sexy as some of the new technology 
companies, but she wants a secure career path, ideally with a company 
that can give her opportunities to travel. 

She has joined the Commercial division at Nilreb looking after Key 
Accounts in their Energy team.  She wants to receive great training and 
have opportunities to gain as much real experience as possible. She is 
also personally interested to see how much Nilreb is innovating in the 
area of sustainability. 

GENDER: Female AGE: 24

OCCUPATION: Commercial division, Energy LOCATION: Munich HQ
EDUCATION: Degree Qualified; Economics CULTURE: German

CAREER LEVEL: Graduate trainee role PERSONAL STATUS: Single

INTERESTS: Social media, digital native, environment



Final Thoughts

MARTIN
Martin has worked at Nilreb for 5 years at the customer contact and help 
desk centre, based in Cologne. He feels secure in his role and in the 
company. Nilreb is a good local employer and he feels a strong sense of 
community. He gets on well with his boss, and he enjoys the 
camaraderie
in his team.
Cologne is a student city so there are plenty of young people working 
part-time, and the social life is good. He doesn’t feel particularly 
connected with the ‘higher ups’ from Group. His boss has told the team 
about some big ‘transformation’ and he has seen some posters around 
the place. But he’s heard it all before so he is a bit cynical about it.

His main focus is getting on with his job, keeping up with all the day-to-
day information, and hopefully getting a pay rise later this year. He wants 
a good life which allows him to feel secure at work and pursue his 
interests outside of work.

GENDER: Male AGE: 31

OCCUPATION: Customer Service LOCATION: Call centre, Cologne
EDUCATION: Not degree qualified CULTURE: German

CAREER LEVEL: Team leader PERSONAL STATUS: Dating

INTERESTS: Sports, fitness, music, socialising



Final Thoughts

MARCY
Marcy is a mature professional, leading a team of Data Analysts. She 
was employed for a long time with ComponentX Ltd,a 1000-person 
company, based in Oregon, USA. They were acquired by Nilreb earlier 
this year and it has caused some uncertainty amongst her peers.

Marcy, however, is cautiously optimistic. Although it is strange to be taken 
over by a German conglomerate, she is positive about the acquisition 
and is keen to understand more about Nilreb - what their plan is for her 
business area and what kind of employer they are.

She is working mother, juggling her home and professional life, but she 
doesn’t want to compromise her career. She enjoys being a woman 
working in the data field and she knows that if she plays her cards right, 
she can move up to a very senior post in the next two years.

GENDER: Female AGE: 43

OCCUPATION: Department head, D.A LOCATION: Analytics hub; Oregon
EDUCATION: Masters degree; technical certs. CULTURE: American

CAREER LEVEL: Management PERSONAL STATUS: Divorced, mother

INTERESTS: Data, Analytics, Wellbeing, Parenting, Women’s networks



EMPLOYEE PERSONA

ANNA
ABOUT

‘GAIN POINTS’ / MOTIVATIONS ‘PAINT POINTS’ / FRUSTRATIONS

COMMUNICATION NEEDS & CONSIDERATIONS

Anna is a recent Business and Economics graduate. She admires successful companies and big brands and 
wants to get her own taste of success sooner rather than later. She is excited to start her business career with 
Nilreb as it is one of the most respected and successful companies in Germany. 

GENDER: 

AGE: 

OCCUPATION

LOCATION: 

CULTURE: 

EDUCATION:

CAREER LEVEL:

TENURE:

PERSONAL STATUS: 

INTERESTS:



EMPLOYEE PERSONA

MARTIN
ABOUT

‘GAIN POINTS’ / MOTIVATIONS ‘PAINT POINTS’ / FRUSTRATIONS

COMMUNICATION NEEDS & CONSIDERATIONS

Martin has worked at Nilreb for 5 years at the customer contact and help desk centre based in Cologne. He feels 
secure in his role and in the company. Nilreb is a good local employer and he feels a strong sense of community. 
He gets on well with his boss, and he enjoys the camaraderie in his team.

GENDER: 

AGE: 

OCCUPATION

LOCATION: 

CULTURE: 

EDUCATION:

CAREER LEVEL:

TENURE:

PERSONAL STATUS: 

INTERESTS:



EMPLOYEE PERSONA

MARCY
ABOUT

‘GAIN POINTS’ / MOTIVATIONS ‘PAINT POINTS’ / FRUSTRATIONS

COMMUNICATION NEEDS & CONSIDERATIONS

Marcy is a mature professional, leading a team of Data Analysts. She was employed for a long time with 
ComponentX Ltd, a 1000-person company, based in Oregon, USA. They were acquired by Nilreb earlier this 
year and it has caused some uncertainty amongst her peers. Marcia, however, is cautiously optimistic. 

GENDER: 

AGE: 

OCCUPATION

LOCATION: 

CULTURE: 

EDUCATION:

CAREER LEVEL:

TENURE:

PERSONAL STATUS: 

INTERESTS:



Final Thoughts
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